Name:_________

Spelling Test
Dear Parents,
These are your child’s spelling words for the next week. Groups are determined
according to a pre- assessment which allows a student to work at his/her ability while
also being appropriately challenged.
Blue Group
Spelling List
Testing Date:
THU., December 8, 2016

o, o_e, oa, ow
1 froze
2 coal
3 show
4 long
5 slow
6 globe
7 coach
8 blow
9 grow
10 whose
11 snow
12 roast
13 flow
14 throw
15 row
16 stock
17 close
18 oat
19 mow
20 know
21 wrote
22 roam
23 loaf

Yellow Group
Spelling List
Sort 41
Testing Date:
THU., December 8, 2016

dge/ ge / r,l,n + ge

1. edge
2. age
3. large
4. badge
5. stage
6. charge
7. range
8. ridge
9. rage
10. cage
11. pledge
12. bulge
13. lodge
14. fudge
15. huge
16. change
17. judge
18. bridge
19. ledge
20. sponge
21. dodge
22. hedge
23. plunge
24. surge

Green Group
Spelling List
Sort 34
Testing Date:
THU., December 8, 2016
Unaccented Final Syllables

(en,on,ain,in)
1. broken
2. dragon
3. mountain
4. cousin
5. eleven
6. cotton
7. gallon
8. captain
9. hidden
10. heaven
11. cabin
12. ribbon
13. bargain
14. chosen
15. napkin
16. mission
17. muffin
18. fountain
19. stolen
20. bacon
21. mitten
22. prison
23. curtain
24. penguin

SPELLING ACTIVITIES CONTRACT
Choose the activities that you would like to do. You must have a total of
Friday. Check off the activities below that you completed.

Rhymes, Synonyms and Antonyms

These
activities
are worth
15 points.

These
activities
are worth
10 points.

Write 10 of your spelling words. Then
write a rhyming word, a synonym, or an
antonym for each word. Label the word
you write as synonym, antonym, or rhyme.

Foreign Language

Secret Agent Words

Learn how to say 10 of
your spelling words in a
foreign language and write
the word in English and a
foreign language. Make
sure to write down which
language the word is from.

Number the alphabet from
1-26. Example: a=1, b=2, c=3,
d=4, etc. Then convert your
words to a number code. You
must write the actual
spelling word next to the
“code word.”

Example: Hello – bonjour
in French

Example:
23+15+18+11= work

Word Search

Pyramid Spelling

Spelling Sentences

Using graph paper, create a word search
hiding all spelling words. Once you are
finished, have a friend search for your
words (at home). Print your own graph
paper at
http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/plain/

Write your spelling words
and then write them as
you subtract one letter at
a time. The result will be
in a pyramid shape of
words.

Write a sentence for ten of
your spelling words. Be sure
to:
- Underline your spelling
word.
- Use capital letters and
punctuation correctly.
- Write neatly.

Example:
d
do
dog
Practice Test
These
activities
are worth
5 points.

20 points by

Take a practice test at home and have a
parent sign it.

____________________

Total Points Completed

Bubbles
Write all of your spelling
words using bubble
letters.

Example: “I am tired,” he
remarked to his mother.
Consonant and Vowel
Search
Write the spelling words.
Circle all of the consonants
in one color and all the
vowels in a different color.

